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Introduction

We make it easier going 
sustainable
Sustainity is a  platform that simplifies , , and 

, making it easier for businesses to achieve and  

and .

ESG goal management reporting

communication showcase achievements

result

Sustainability reporting and management is evolving from optional to mandatory in today's 

changing landscape that frequently alters the governments rules and requirements. This 

shift sets a need for a robust platform for reporting, goal management and data handling - 

inspiring the creation of Sustainity. We firmly advocate for sustainability that doesn't 

compromise operational efficiency or profit. Therefore, Sustainity aims for seamless 

integration of sustainability across the entire value chain.

Challenges

Modern challenges requires 
modern solutions

“What reporting requirements apply to us?

“ Operations are our main focus.

“We want to avoid outsourcing of resources to 

write our reports.

“Where should sustainability documentation and 

data be located?

“We need an ESG report each year

“We want to communicate to customers and 

suppliers that we are focusing on sustainability.

“We dont have the time or the resources at the 

moment for sustainability management.

“What data and documentation needs to be 

provided in reporting?

“We have a vision for sustainability, but its not 

clearly defined yet.

“We want content for social media on our 

sustainability efforts and achievements.

“How should we follow up on goals?

“We want to set sustainability requirements for our 

suppliers



Measure managment

Sustainity offers efficient and flexible goal management where you can easily manage 

goals and progress based on data and document them with attachments, including 

images and documents

Showcase

Using data from the system, you can effortlessly generate comprehensive reports and 

create impactful presentations in various formats to demonstrate your sustainability 

achievements and ambitions.

Guidance

Sustainity guides you through a changing ESG landscape. We offer personalized 

support and expert insights to assist our clients on their sustainability journey.

Partner

Becoming a partner opens doors to our system and community, offering substantial 

benefits to both your business and your clientele.

What we offer

Services



Goal management

Manage your goals toward Sustainability
Our goal management feature is the cornerstone of Sustainity, empowering businesses 
to take action, track progress, and successfully achieve their sustainability goals.

Goals John Doe

+ New

Climate +

Carbon Intensity 25

Cargo 50

Safety and security +

Learning teams 100

Safety Course 25

Diversity, equity and inclusion +

Women in management 25

Nationalities 75

Business Ethics +

+ Add Goal + AI Suggested goal

Measure Mode Content Mode Document Mode

Cargo

Our source of fuel is a great share of our emissions, and therefore 

we have chosen to set focus on this area in our strategy.

100% (2030 target)
75%33%

Target: 

25% of cargo transported with green fuels by 2025


40% of cargo transported with green fuels by 2028


60% of cargo transported with green fuels by 2030

Measure Details Target and Results Actions

+ Add Action

Action

Do full assesment on alternative fuels

Review the contract with Equinor to check if 

they offer change to alternative fuels within 

same term

Contact head of logistics to start mapping 

out the strategic approach to transition 

engines

Sign up for energy fair in Berlin 2024

Status

Done

In progress

Paused

In progress

Responsible

John Doe

Laura Jane

John Doe

Laura Jane

Deadline

Jun 15, 2024

Jul 1, 2024

Aug 12, 2024

Oct 20, 2024

Details

Topic Climate

Category Fuel

Responsible Geirr Berg

Status In progress

Supplier Equinor

Location Worldwide

SDG

+ Add more

Tags Transport Fuel Freight

+ Add more

Last changed 01.01.2023 by  John Doe

Notes + New Note

John Doe   30.01.2023  14.01

Arne from Eqinor says they are 

working on the contract. 

John Doe   30.01.2023  14.01

Our fixed term of 3 years is over in 

January with Equinor, so other 

suppliers should be evaluated. 

Sustainity allows you to work directly with system 
data or seamlessly integrate your own data.

Data

Keep track of your goal performance by setting 
up visuals and KPIs related to your goal.

Actions

Are your goals spanning across several years, 
involving both short-term and long-term 
targets? In Sustainity, you can establish 
multiple milestones across various time 
horizons.

Targets
Get working towards your goals by delegating 
actions. Keep track of the deadlines, progress and 
status og the actions all within Sustainity.

KPI`s and statistics



ESG 2022

Embracing the Winds of Change
As the global community faces the escalating challenges of climate change, the urgency to 

transition from fossil fuels to renewable energy sources has become paramount. Among 

the array of alternatives, wind power stands out as a promising solution. Here we will dive 

into the motivations behind our company's shift from coal-powered energy to wind power, 

1.1 Energy Source - Transition to 50% wind-generated power by 2030

We have set a target to transition to 50% wind-generated power by 2030. 
Currently, only 14% of our energy consumption is powered by wind, while 

the remaining portion relies on fossil fuels.

23%
Emission reduction

36%
More windpower

Actions to reduction

Embracing wind power not only aligns with our corporate social responsibility goals but 

also ensures long-term energy security and price stability, reducing our vulnerability to 
volatile fossil fuel markets. By embracing wind power, we aim to lead by example, inspiring 

other enterprises to make similar eco-conscious choices.



This goal requires a great deal of action and effort. Our initial steps will involve exploring 
the purchase of power from already established windmill parks. In this scenario, we would 

prefer to buy from sea-based windmill parks, as they pose fewer threats to the environment 
compared to their land-based counterparts.

CompanyNews: Actions to reduction - Global emission policies

In terms of environmental impact, we have set several goals aimed at 

transitioning to renewable power sources. We're determined to avoid blindly 

following energy trends, risking overlooking the impacts on our local 

environment and wildlife.



“

Balancing Nature's Welfare and Wind Energy's Impact

Wind power, a renewable source, brings challenges like impacting ecosystems and wildlife through turbine park 

construction and operation, with birds at collision risk. Wind turbine production and transportation also cause 

some pollution. However, amidst these challenges, wind energy's ecological footprint remains smaller than fossil 

fuel devastation. Technological progress, like better turbine designs and site choices, mitigates concerns. 

Transitioning to wind power is vital to cut emissions and address climate change, outweighing potential 

environmental impacts.



In conclusion, shifting from coal to wind power signifies our sustainable commitment. Despite challenges, wind 

energy's potential to cut emissions and reduce environmental harm is compelling. Addressing issues innovatively 

enables us to harness wind power while protecting ecosystems. This involves minimizing environmental impact, 

promoting diversity, and ensuring transparent governance. Ocean-based windmill parks emerge as a preferable 

alternative, trading off local environmental threats against longer transportation times affecting efficiency.

Showcase

Showcase your impact, all generated from 
one source
Save time on reporting with Sustainity. We generate reports based on your sustainability 

information, goals, and results. Choose from various formats such as PDF, presentations, 

articles, and social media.




ESG 2022

Embracing the Winds of Change
As the global community faces the escalating challenges of climate change, the urgency to 

transition from fossil fuels to renewable energy sources has become paramount. Among 
the array of alternatives, wind power stands out as a promising solution. Here we will dive 

into the motivations behind our company's shift from coal-powered energy to wind power, 

1.1 Energy Source - Transition to 50% wind-generated power by 2030

We have set a target to transition to 50% wind-generated power by 2030. 

Currently, only 14% of our energy consumption is powered by wind, while 
the remaining portion relies on fossil fuels.

23%
Emission reduction

36%
More windpower

Actions to reduction

Embracing wind power not only aligns with our corporate social responsibility goals but 
also ensures long-term energy security and price stability, reducing our vulnerability to 

volatile fossil fuel markets. By embracing wind power, we aim to lead by example, inspiring 

other enterprises to make similar eco-conscious choices.



This goal requires a great deal of action and effort. Our initial steps will involve exploring 

the purchase of power from already established windmill parks. In this scenario, we would 
prefer to buy from sea-based windmill parks, as they pose fewer threats to the environment 

compared to their land-based counterparts.

CompanyNews: Actions to reduction - Global emission policies

In terms of environmental impact, we have set several goals aimed at 

transitioning to renewable power sources. We're determined to avoid blindly 

following energy trends, risking overlooking the impacts on our local 

environment and wildlife.



“

Balancing Nature's Welfare and Wind Energy's Impact

Wind power, a renewable source, brings challenges like impacting ecosystems and wildlife through turbine park 

construction and operation, with birds at collision risk. Wind turbine production and transportation also cause 
some pollution. However, amidst these challenges, wind energy's ecological footprint remains smaller than fossil 

fuel devastation. Technological progress, like better turbine designs and site choices, mitigates concerns. 

Transitioning to wind power is vital to cut emissions and address climate change, outweighing potential 
environmental impacts.



In conclusion, shifting from coal to wind power signifies our sustainable commitment. Despite challenges, wind 
energy's potential to cut emissions and reduce environmental harm is compelling. Addressing issues innovatively 

enables us to harness wind power while protecting ecosystems. This involves minimizing environmental impact, 

promoting diversity, and ensuring transparent governance. Ocean-based windmill parks emerge as a preferable 
alternative, trading off local environmental threats against longer transportation times affecting efficiency.

Showcase reports
Create PDF and printable reports from the same 


content and use templates to save time.

New developed windmill park

Balancing Nature's Welfare and Wind 
Energy's Impact
Skrevet av: |       Dato: Jane Evans         9.2.2023

Wind power, a renewable source, brings challenges like impacting ecosystems and wildlife 

through turbine park construction and operation, with birds at collision risk. Wind turbine 

production and transportation also cause some pollution. However, amidst these challenges, 

wind energy's ecological footprint remains smaller than fossil fuel devastation. Technological 

progress, like better turbine designs and site choices, mitigates concerns. Transitioning to 

wind power is vital to cut emissions and address climate change, outweighing potential 

environmental impacts.



In conclusion, shifting from coal to wind power signifies our sustainable commitment. Despite 

challenges, wind energy's potential to cut emissions and reduce environmental harm is 

compelling. Addressing issues innovatively enables us to harness wind power while protecting 

ecosystems. This involves minimizing environmental impact, promoting diversity, and ensuring 

transparent governance. Ocean-based windmill parks emerge as a preferable alternative, 

trading off local environmental threats against longer transportation times affecting efficiency.

Enviroment, social and governance

Embracing wind power not only aligns with our corporate social responsibility goals but also 

ensures long-term energy security and price stability, reducing our vulnerability to volatile 

fossil fuel markets. By embracing wind power, we aim to lead by example, inspiring other 

enterprises to make similar eco-conscious choices.



This goal requires a great deal of action and effort. Our initial steps will involve exploring the 

purchase of power from already established windmill parks. In this scenario, we would prefer 

to buy from sea-based windmill parks, as they pose fewer threats to the environment 

compared to their land-based counterparts.



In terms of social impact, we prioritize diversity and inclusion in our workforce and support 
our employees through a range of initiatives aimed at promoting employee well-being. We 
also engage with our customers and communities through various programs focused on 
sustainable development and social responsibility.Articles

Generate different articles about

your showcase and contribution.

Hi everyone!

... see more

Jonas Nilsen
Projectsmanager

1st

1wk

I am starting a new adventure as a projectmanager!

Etna Group
424 followers
1d

Getting on top of sustainability  is only a bare minimum in 

2023. Therefore, we are proud to share with you our goal ...

Jonas Nilsen likes this

... see more

36%
Increase in wind-

generated power

23%
Emission reduction

Action for reduction 
Transition to 50% wind-
generated power by 
2030

Social media posts
Quickly create snipets of your


showcase for social media use.

1.1 Energy Source - Transition to 50% wind-generated power by 2030

We have set a target to transition to 50% wind-generated power by 2030. 

Currently, only 14% of our energy consumption is powered by wind, while the 

remaining portion relies on fossil fuels.

23%
Emission reduction

36%
More windpower

Actions to reduction

Embracing wind power not only aligns with our corporate social responsibility goals but also 
ensures long-term energy security and price stability, reducing our vulnerability to volatile 

fossil fuel markets. By embracing wind power, we aim to lead by example, inspiring other 

enterprises to make similar eco-conscious choices.

CompanyNews: Actions to reduction - Global emission policies

1.1 Polution - Reduce greenhouse gas emissions 50% by 2030We have a goal to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions 50% by 2030. We 

work with improving energy efficiency, increasing the use of renewable 

energy sources, and optimizing transportation logistics.

23%Emission reduction 36%EV percentage

Actions to reduction

Our company reduces greenhouse gas emissions by using energy-efficient technologies, 

renewable energy sources, encouraging sustainable transportation, implementing a waste 

reduction program, and tracking emissions to identify areas for improvement.
CompanyNews: Actions to reduction - Global emission policies

1.1 Polution - Reduce greenhouse gas emissions 50% by 2030We have a goal to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions 50% by 2030. We 

work with improving energy efficiency, increasing the use of renewable 

energy sources, and optimizing transportation logistics.

23%Emission reduction 36%EV percentage

Actions to reduction

Our company reduces greenhouse gas emissions by using energy-efficient technologies, 

renewable energy sources, encouraging sustainable transportation, implementing a waste 

reduction program, and tracking emissions to identify areas for improvement.
CompanyNews: Actions to reduction - Global emission policies

ESG 2023

Bedrift AS

1.1 Polution - Reduce greenhouse gas emissions 50% by 2030We have a goal to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions 50% by 2030. We 

work with improving energy efficiency, increasing the use of renewable 

energy sources, and optimizing transportation logistics.

23%Emission reduction 36%EV percentage

Actions to reduction

Our company reduces greenhouse gas emissions by using energy-efficient technologies, 

renewable energy sources, encouraging sustainable transportation, implementing a waste 

reduction program, and tracking emissions to identify areas for improvement.
CompanyNews: Actions to reduction - Global emission policies

Presentations

Easy to build keynotes from the common content. 

For use internaly and on intervention.

Your company

Dette er fremtidens for bærekraft

From: newsletter@name.com

15.05.2023 - 12:53

The future of power
In 2022, the Tesla community saved approximately 
13.4 million tons of CO2 equivalents from being 
released into the Earth's atmosphere - equivalent to 
over 53 billion kilometers of polluting fossil car 
driving.

Thank you for helping us accelerate the world's 
transition to sustainable energy. Read more in Tesla's 
Impact Report for 2022.

Download our 2023 report

By Software -  Bassengbakken 4, 7042, Trondheim, Norge



Avslutt abonnement   Administrer preferanser

Newsletters
Create beautiful newsletters


to reach out to your customers.

36%
More windpower

Transition to wind-generated energy
We have set a target to transition to 50% wind-generated power by 2030. Currently, only 
14% of our energy consumption is powered by wind, while the remaining portion relies on 

fossil fuels.

23%
Emission reduction

Info screens
Live info screens for your office or store 


to showcase your visions and results

Company 

company.com/sustainability

Company Services Our vision Sustainability Sign in Contact

A sustainable future
Most bookkeeping software is accurate, but hard to use. We make the


opposite trade-off, and hope you don’t get audited.

Download our 2023 report

Our goals

Most bookkeeping software is accurate, but hard to use. We make the


opposite trade-off, and hope you don’t get audited.

Transition to wind-powered energy
We have a goal to reduce greenhouse gas emissions with 50% by 2030. 
We work with improving energy efficiency, increasing the use of 
renewable energy sources, and optimizing transportation logistics.

23%
Emission reduction

36%
More windpower

4Service

Services Sustainability About us

Web
Integrate your goals and content to your website


 to reach out to your customers and suppliers.



Service

Guidance
Get guidance for Sustainability management 


and reporting within our software.

Partners
We have a thriving community with people of different 

expertise who use and understand our products. Our 

partners can consult and guide you, expanding the usage 

of Sustainity to a broader horizon.

Sustainable compass

What reporting requirements are relevant to your business? 

Our integrated compass provides an overview of the 

legislated reports that need to be conducted.

Templates

Sustainity offers targeted reporting templates that 

streamline the process of using to standards, ensuring 

that reporting is more straightforward and efficient.

E-learning

Sustainity provides essential information, guides and 

to-do lists for effective sustainability communication, 

data collection and reporting. 

Latest news

Stay updated about sustainability legislation and reporting 

developments with Sustainity, saving time from 

independent research. We're always innovating at 

Sustainity, introducing new features to simplify and 

streamline sustainability practices even more.

EU Taxonomy

ESG

ARP



Article

The Vital Call for Genuine Sustainability
Greenwashing, a misleading practice in which a company exaggerates its positive 

environmental impacts, has become a widespread concern in the commercial landscape. It 

has emerged from the well-meaning, yet unchecked, claims of many organizations. 

Yet, these assertions often lack the necessary verification. As environmental regulations 

evolve and tighten, businesses are compelled to deliver robust evidence to substantiate their 

sustainability claims. This is where Sustainity, with its innovative software, steps in to close 

the credibility gap. 

The Credibility of a Strong Data Foundation

Sustainity battles greenwashing through data; the system measures and continuously 

updates progress. This innovative tool ensures accurate validation of reported results, and 

hence, eliminates unverified claims.

Sustainity also promotes comprehensive record-keeping. By attaching relevant documents, 

like PDF`s and photos, it ensures robust documentation while fostering transparency. Firms 

can showcase ongoing and complete actions towards their sustainability goals, encouraging 

a culture of accountability and transparency.Lastly, Sustainity's logging feature reinforces the 

reliability of records. 

A Matter of Documenting over Time

The powerful tools within Sustainity will help you accurately show off your sustainable work, 

efforts, and results. All your claims will be backed up by solid documentation right within the 

system.

Closing the credibility gap

Your ambitions and results

Sustainity

Your reporting



Register your company, information 
and add new workspace.

Get started1.

2.

Start with drawing out your 
outlines of goals and actions.

Outlines and structure

4.

Create qualitivative content based 
on your goal.

Content and collections

5

Distribute and showcase all of your data into 
different variations of presentations

Showcase

3.
Set targets and actions for your 
goals.

Measure managment
Update data and results

Sustainity Process

How does it work?



How it works

Get started
Firstly register a personal user, create or join a workspace, and add 

content about your company.

Sign up
Please enter your contact details to connect.

Name

Name Surname

Email

name@compagny.com

Password

*********
Remember me Forgot password

Sign up

Sign up with

Already have an account? Log in here

Create personal user

Create a personal user. This user can be 

used in multiple workspaces.

Profile

Logo

LO

Colors

Primary color #3EAA5C

Secondary color #2F4435

General

Workspace name

My Company

Workspace URL

sustainity.app/mycompany

Language

Norwegian

Workspace

Create or join a workspace. A workspace is 

intended for a company, where you register 

general company information, logo, color 

profile and settings

Global Content John Doe

Content Mode Document Mode

Our Vision

The core vision for our company

John J. Doe In progress Company Strategic

+ Add text + Add media

Pioneering Sustainability and Innovation in Every Byte
Mira Jane   30.08.2023  14.01

In an era defined by technological advancement and environmental responsibility, we envision a future where sustainability and innovation are inextricably woven into the fabric of our software development landscape. As a forward-thinking software company, 

we are committed to revolutionizing the way we operate, collaborate, and impact the world. Our vision is not only to create cutting-edge solutions for our clients but also to be an exemplar of sustainability, inspiring positive change throughout the industry.  

A New Paradigm of Innovation


With us, innovation is more than just a buzzword; it's the driving force behind everything we do. Our aspiration is to be an incubator of groundbreaking ideas that don't just lead the market but also lead the way towards a sustainable future. We firmly believe that 

innovation should not come at the expense of the planet; rather, it should be a catalyst for positive environmental and societal transformation.



Integrating Sustainability Across the Value Chain


Our vision extends beyond our software solutions; it encompasses every facet of our value chain. From ideation and design to development, deployment, and beyond, we are steadfast in our commitment to sustainability. We understand that true progress is 

achieved when every aspect of our operations aligns with eco-conscious principles. By integrating sustainability into our supply chain, production processes, and business operations, we aim to set a precedent that encourages our partners, clients, and 

competitors to follow suit.

The must win battle
Laura Hansson   26.07.2023  16.28

Office Office_Photo.jpg
Markus Selvik   30.01.2023  14.15

Our vision demands a strategic approach and continious work

Leading Through Collaboration
Markus Selvik   01.09.2023  11.20 Written by AI

Our transition of fuels in cargo operations involves exploring diverse options. Biofuels, derived from organic materials, offer a drop-in solution compatible with existing infrastructure. Hydrogen, a versatile fuel, can be produced through electrolysis using 

renewable energy. Ammonia presents potential as a carbon-free fuel, but storage and handling challenges remain. Electric propulsion, feasible for short-sea routes, reduces emissions in densely populated areas. Synthetic fuels, produced from renewable 

sources like captured carbon dioxide and green hydrogen, hold promise but require scalable production methods. Our approach embraces this spectrum of alternatives, contributing to a greener, more sustainable maritime industry.

Global content

Add the company's vision, information about 

the company, or other relevant content 

related to your business. This will streamline 

the creation of content and reports and 

provide the system with valuable information 

about the company.



How it works

Outlines and structure
Establish a company goal framework aligned with your overall vision. 

Organize this structure into sections encompassing themes, goals, 

subgoals, and actionable steps.

Climate

Carbon Intensity

Cargo

Safety and security

Learning teams

Safety Course

Diversity, equity and inclusion

Women in management

Nationalities

Business Ethics



How it works

Measure managment
Set necessary information on performance management, such as 

targets, results, data, details, metadata, KPI`s and visualizations.

Goals John Doe

+ New

Climate +

Carbon Intensity 25

Cargo 50

Safety and security +

Learning teams 100

Safety Course 25

Diversity, equity and inclusion +

Women in management 25

Nationalities 75

Business Ethics +

+ Add Goal + AI Suggested goal

Measure Mode Content Mode Document Mode

Cargo

Our source of fuel is a great share of our emissions, and therefore 

we have chosen to set focus on this area in our strategy.

100% (2030 target)
75%33%

Target: 

25% of cargo transported with green fuels by 2025


40% of cargo transported with green fuels by 2028


60% of cargo transported with green fuels by 2030

Measure Details Target and Results Actions

Id 01

Number 01

Responsible for 
measuring

Geirr Berg

Measure start date 01/01/2023

Measure end date 01/01/2031

Frequency of measure Every month

Responsible for KPI Geirr Berg

Critical Success Factor Logistics

Activities Research

Data Source Collect from SMGs APEE index

Activities Research

Resource demand

25 new transition engines

Visibility

Website, ESG, and another LinkedIN post

Details

Topic Climate

Category Fuel

Responsible Geirr Berg

Status In progress

Supplier Equinor

Location Worldwide

SDG

+ Add more

Tags Transport Fuel Freight

+ Add more

Last changed 01.01.2023 by  John Doe

Notes + New Note

John Doe   30.01.2023  14.01

Arne from Eqinor says they are 

working on the contract. 

John Doe   30.01.2023  14.01

Our fixed term of 3 years is over in 

January with Equinor, so other 

suppliers should be evaluated. 
A scheme for a goal with measure managment data

List of all goals with progress 

Company Name

Home

Topics

Goals

Collections

Actions

Data

Statistics

Global content

People

Companies

Departments

Locations

Goals John Doe

+ New Goal All My Department Type Category Tags + Add Filter

Climate +

Carbon intensity 25% Marit Stene 1 tasks

Gargo 50% Kåre Olsen 4 tasks

Safety and Security +

Learning teams 100% Geirr Berg 1 tasks

Safety Course 25% Kari Tellson 4 tasks

Diversity, equity and inclusion +

Women in leadership 25% Nils Larsen 0 tasks

Diverse nationality 75% Heidi Myrvold 7 tasks

Business ethics +

Empty goal AI suggested goals



Effective with AI

Sustainity is integrated with AI for seamless and 

efficient content production.



With the assistance of AI and your goal structure, 

Sustainity will provide you with an optimal foundation 

for content in your reports.

Generate suggestions for new text or 

improve existing text using AI integration.

Our transition from non-renewable to renewable fuels in cargo operations is vital for environmental preservation. This change 

significantly curbs carbon emissions, supports sustainable practices, and sets an example for the industry. It underscores our 

commitment to a greener future and resonates with worldwide efforts to combat climate change while promoting innovation and 

responsible business practices.

Ask something with AI...

Make it longer

Make it shorter

Improve writing

Simplify

Structure your content in your goal with qualitative


text based on your measure managment

Write your content in document mode for a good overview

How it works

Content
Write and structure qualitative text and and add relevant media for your 

goals. Based on headings, context, input and descriptions; precise content 

can be generated.

Goals John Doe

+ New

Climate +

Carbon Intensity 25

Cargo 50

Safety and security +

Learning teams 100

Safety Course 25

Diversity, equity and inclusion +

Women in management 25

Nationalities 75

Business Ethics +

+ Add Goal + AI Suggested goal

Measure Mode Content Mode Document Mode

Cargo

Source of fuel is a great share of our emissions, and therefore we have chosen to set focus on this 

area in our strategy.

Target: 25% of cargo transported with green fuels by 2025


40% of cargo transported with green fuels by 2028


60% of cargo transported with green fuels by 2030

Our transition from non-renewable to renewable fuels in cargo operations is vital for environmental 

preservation. This change significantly curbs carbon emissions, supports sustainable practices, and sets 

an example for the industry. It underscores our commitment to a greener future and resonates with 

worldwide efforts to combat climate change while promoting innovation and responsible business 

practices.

The must-win-battle

Transitioning to renewable fuels in our cargo operations is a must-win battle. The imperative to reduce 

carbon emissions and ensure a sustainable future for generations demands immediate action. By 

embracing biofuels, hydrogen, and other green alternatives, we underscore our commitment to 

environmental stewardship. This battle isn't just about lowering our carbon footprint; it's about leading a 

transformative shift in the maritime industry. We must invest in research, drive innovation, and 

collaborate across sectors to achieve our goal. Through determination and collective effort, we will win 

the battle against climate change while setting the course for a cleaner, greener tomorrow.

Goals John Doe

Edit

Details

Open in dialog

Dublicate

Show details

+ New

Climate +

Carbon Intensity 25

Cargo 50

Safety and security +

Learning teams 100

Safety Course 25

Diversity, equity and inclusion +

Women in management 25

Nationalities 75

Business Ethics +

+ Add Goal + AI Suggested goal

Measure Mode Content Mode Document Mode

Cargo

Our source of fuel is a great share of our emissions, and 

therefore we have chosen to set focus on this area in our 

strategy.

100% (2030 target)
75%33%

Target: 

25% of cargo transported with green fuels by 2025


40% of cargo transported with green fuels by 2028


60% of cargo transported with green fuels by 2030

+ Add text + Add media

Fuel emissions
John Doe   30.01.2023  14.01

Our transition from non-renewable to renewable fuels in cargo operations is vital for environmental preservation. This change 

significantly curbs carbon emissions, supports sustainable practices, and sets an example for the industry. It underscores our 

commitment to a greener future and resonates with worldwide efforts to combat climate change while promoting innovation and 

responsible business practices.

Ask something with AI...

Make it longer

Make it shorter

Improve writing

Simplify

The must win battle We considered a renewable source of fuel already from 1980, which was a modern... 
John Doe   30.01.2023  14.01

Cargo Ship Cargo Ship.jpg
John Doe   30.01.2023  14.01

We are committing to renewable fuel in all our cargo sips .

The alternative
John Doe   30.01.2023  14.01 Written by AI

Our transition of fuels in cargo operations involves exploring diverse options. Biofuels, derived from organic materials, offer a drop-

in solution compatible with existing infrastructure. Hydrogen, a versatile fuel, can be produced through electrolysis using renewable 

energy. Ammonia presents potential as a carbon-free fuel, but storage and handling challenges remain. Electric propulsion, feasible 

for short-sea routes, reduces emissions in densely populated areas. Synthetic fuels, produced from renewable sources like 

captured carbon dioxide and green hydrogen, hold promise but require scalable production methods. Our approach embraces this 

spectrum of alternatives, contributing to a greener, more sustainable maritime industry.

Details

Topic Climate

Category Fuel

Responsible Geirr Berg

Status In progress

Supplier Equinor

Location Worldwide

SDG

+ Add more

Tags Transport Fuel Freight

+ Add more

Last changed 01.01.2023 by  John Doe

Notes + New Note

John Doe   30.01.2023  14.01

Arne from Eqinor says they are 

working on the contract. 

John Doe   30.01.2023  14.01

Our fixed term of 3 years is over in 

January with Equinor, so other 

suppliers should be evaluated. 



Create collections such as ESG 

report, quarterly report, annual 

and sustainability report, and 

ARP.

Based on predefined templates, 

you can go from zero to ready-to-

report in no time. 

Create collections

Templates

How it works

Collections
Segment parts of your goal structure into collections. The purpose of this is 

to collect all relevant goals for a specific purpose, for example a “diversity 

and equality” report and an “annual sustainability” report.

New Collection Create

Equality report 2023

This years equality report is setting a focus|






Details

Responsible John Doe

Select topics and goals

All topics and goals

Climate

Goal title 25

Goal title 25

Safety and Security

Learning teams 25

Diversity, equity and inclusion

Woman in Leadership 25

Diverse Nationalities 25

Busness Ethics

Selected

Diversity, equity and inclusion

Woman in Leadership 25

Diverse Nationalities 25

Select Template

ARP Select

Åpenhetsloven Select

ESG Select

Miljøfyrtårn Select

GRI Select
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Save draft
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Bærekraft
Hos Odin AS tar vi vår rolle som eiendomsutvikler på alvor, og vi ønsker å bidra til å nå FNs bærekraftsmål. Vi 

fokuserer på å utvikle næringseiendommer som tar hensyn til både miljøet og sosiale forhold. Gjennom å 

integrere grønne tak, ladestasjoner for elbiler og samarbeide med lokale myndigheter og organisasjoner, 
bidrar vi til å skape bærekraftige byer og lokalsamfunn. Vi har også som mål å redusere vårt energiforbruk 

og øke andelen av lokalprodusert mat som benyttes i våre prosjekter. Ved å ta bærekraften på alvor, ønsker 
vi å være en pioner i arbeidet for å oppnå FNs bærekraftsmål.

Våre utvalgte bærekraftsmål

Utgangspunktet for hele Odin gruppens bærekraftsarbeid er FNs bærekraftsmål. For å sikre at våre interne mål 

bidrar til en bærekraftig fremtid i et globalt perspektiv, har vi valgt å fokusere på de fem målene hvor vi har størst 

påvirkningskraft. Dette er liv på land, stoppe klimaendringene, god helse, god utdanning og anstendig arbeid og 

økonomisk vekst.

1.1 Polution - Reduce greenhouse gas emissions 50% by 2030

We have a goal to reduce greenhouse gas emissions with 50% by 2030. 

We work with improving energy efficiency, increasing the use of 

renewable energy sources, and optimizing transportation logistics.

23%
Emission reduction

36%
EV percentage

Actions to reduction
Our company reduces greenhouse gas emissions by using energy-efficient technologies, 

renewable energy sources, encouraging sustainable transportation, implementing a waste 

reduction program, and tracking emissions to identify areas for improvement.

CompanyNews: Actions to reduction - Global emission policies

Add to row

#11 Bærekraftige byer og lokalsamfunn
Gjøre byer og lokalsamfunn inkluderende, trygge, robuste og bærekraftige


Hos Odin AS ønsker vi å bidra til FNs bærekraftsmål 11 om bærekraftige byer og 
lokalsamfunn. Derfor fokuserer vi på å utvikle næringseiendommer som tar hensyn til 
miljøet og sosiale forhold. Vi inkluderer for eksempel grønne tak, ladestasjoner for 
elbiler og integrerer offentlig transport i våre prosjekter. Samtidig samarbeider vi med 
lokale organisasjoner og myndigheter for å sikre at våre bygninger og utvikling bidrar 
positivt til lokalsamfunnet. Ved å fokusere på bærekraftige løsninger ønsker vi å være 
en pioner i å oppnå FNs mål om bærekraftige byer og lokalsamfunn.


Fjernvarme 81.57%

Varmepumper 63.25%

Solceller 52.95%

Vindkraft 47.29%

Andel fornybare energikilder for bygg og anlegg vi utvikler
Fornybare energikilder  

60%
grønne tak av bebygd tak-areal  

876
monterte el-billadere

Lokalsamfunnet
I 2022 bevilget Odin 1 million kroner til lokalsamfunnet i forbindelse med utbygging av 
aktivitetsenter for barn og ungdom i Ringerike kommune. Sammen med flere lokale 

bedrifter ble hele anlegget finansiert av bidragsgivere. Anlegget skal stå ferdig i 2024 og vil 
romme 4000 kvm med sport og fritidsarealer.

Lokale tidende: Odingruppen bidrar stort til lokalsamfunnet

11.1  Innen 2030 sikre at alle har tilgang til tilfredsstillende og trygge boliger og 

grunnleggende tjenester til en overkommelig pris, og bedre forholdene i slumområder

Hos Odin AS ønsker vi å bidra til FNs bærekraftsmål 11 om bærekraftige byer og lokalsamfunn. Derfor 
fokuserer vi på å utvikle næringseiendommer som tar hensyn til miljøet og sosiale forhold. Vi inkluderer for 
eksempel grønne tak, ladestasjoner for elbiler og integrerer offentlig transport i våre prosjekter. Samtidig 
samarbeider vi med lokale organisasjoner og myndigheter for å sikre at våre bygninger og utvikling bidrar 
positivt til lokalsamfunnet. Ved å fokusere på bærekraftige løsninger ønsker vi å være en pioner i å oppnå 
FNs mål om bærekraftige byer og lokalsamfunn.


60%
grønne tak av bebygd tak-areal  

876
monterte el-billadere

876
monterte el-billadere

Layout-elements Layers

Incorporate the 
content from the goals 
and initiatives 
structure.

Edit the report directly 
and preview it.

How it works

Showcase
With the report builder, you can customize the reports according to your needs and preferences. 

Initially, Sustainity handles most of the work for you, but the report builder comes in handy in 

cases of specific needs and preferences for layout. In the report builder, you can adjust layout, 

format, and design, allowing you to put your own twist on the reports.
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